
IDEAL CLIENT PROSPECTING SCRIPT 

This approach is ideal for connecting and exploring potential with colleagues and friends you already 
know.  The objectives/benefits are multiple: to a) let them know what you're offering - they may be a 
potential client, or a valuable advocate for you, once they know what you offer, b) get their valuable 
feedback on how you're explaining your work/offer (so you can fine-tune and find what resonates most), 
c) see if they may be a potential client, and open up the conversion conversation, or d) discover who they
may know who'd be an ideal client (and ask for an introduction, if appropriate).

Your business is about solving the most urgent problems for your tribe. 

You can determine your tribe’s urgent problems by:  
- your own “mess-to-success” story
- who you have helped the most at this point
- who comes to you for help

You simply need to be one step ahead! 

Once you’ve got a reasonably clear idea on these, it’s time to get into the conversation: 

Your Simple Script for Becoming an Ideal Client Prospector 
(and Building Your Credibility) 

Remember that great leaders ask great questions instead of giving great answers! 

1. I’m about to launch a new business that shows ___________ (your tribe) how to __________ (solve
problem).

Since I have a deep respect for you, ___________ (acknowledgment), I wanted to share a bit about
what I've created to serve ___________, and ask you a few questions to see if they resonate for you.

2. Great! Let me start by telling you how this whole thing came about (tell your story to build credibility
and trust – the Why you're doing this)

3. Here's what that looks like and offers (i.e., this is what I’m doing, this is who I’m doing it for, this is the
problem I’m solving/the benefits I provide)

A brief, but engaging overview of your work - as much as possible, share it like a story
(the journey clients experience, rather than a long description of your programs and elements);
may share very brief examples/stories to illustrate who you work with and how this transforms
their life and work.

4. How does that resonate with you?  Can you relate to these issues? Do you have friends or
colleagues you think could relate to these issues and ideas?
What stood out for you or captured your attention most? Any specific suggestions or feedback?

Take notes (and/or record) - and thank them sincerely for their feedback.

5. May come up in their answers (if they say they can relate), or you may ask directly
(follow your intuition):
So, you mentioned you could relate to some of these issues ... which ones in particular
have you experienced?
OR
So, have you experienced any of these issues yourself? (if so, go to 6)
Or do you have friends or colleagues you know would relate to these issues? (if so, go to 8)
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6. Shift to Discovery Session/Conversion conversation:

a) What are your greatest challenges in _______________ (areas of business/life)?

b) How is that impacting ________ (other areas of life)?

c) What do you think would change if you solved these problems?

d) How interested are you in changing these problems right now (scale of 1-10)?

e) Do you have any questions? (if they ask you how you do what you do, stay out of explaining and tell 
them that’s what the program goes into).

7. At that point, you can either:

a) Get into the commitment conversation (care more than their fears) - and match your offer (program 
level) directly to their stated needs, and guide them to commitment and initial payment.

b) Offer to design a customized program and get back to them on a specific date with the details.
(Note: this is rare - most of the time you will match them to one of your existing programs.) 

You can ask, if I could make it really easy for you to experience ___________ (the transformation 
they want), would that make you happy? How would you want me to do that? What would that 
transformation be worth to you?  What if we were to craft something just for you, to give you the 
results and guidance you've just described? 

8. If they say (or you know) that the work you do and that you described for them is not a fit for them
specifically (or it does not resonate with them personally), then you move on to ask:

So, do you have friends or colleagues you know would relate to these issues? (if so, go to 8)

* If so, ask for specific names - and ask if the person would be willing to make an introduction,
either by email or phone or in person.

* Agree, as appropriate, on how you will follow up with this person (e.g., after this person sends the
introductory email to the prospect, and copies you, you will follow up, etc.)

9. Thank them for their time, their feedback - and say how honored you are to share your work with
them, to receive their valuable feedback - and how much you'd appreciate them keeping you and your
expertise in mind, as they connect with friends and colleagues who might be a perfect fit to be
supported by your work.
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Alternate script: 

“I’ve been thinking about you. Let’s set up a time to talk…” Arrange to talk to 1 person a day for the next 
10 days. You should be able to convert 2-3 people on the low side. 

1. So share with me what you want to create in terms of your business / where you want to go in
your business.

2. Coach them to get some clarity…

3. What do you think is getting in the way?

4. Reflect back to them what you heard. “Did I understand you correctly? Yes? Ok good.”

5. Do you have any questions now around getting there? (They’ll ask you how to do it.)

6. Let me share with you what I do help with that (stand strong in your offering).

7. Address any objections calmly and lovingly.

8. Have the commitment conversation.
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The Commitment Conversation 

To begin with, you need to know fully and completely: 

1. I deserve to be well-compensated for my time, energy and expertise.

2. Your clear confidence (to which the right people will respond positively): “I know I have something
that can help you so let’s get you moving to the outcome you want now.”

3. The only thing I need to make money at what I’m good at is knowing:
a. This is my specialty
b. This is how we’ll solve the problem
c. Results I’ve achieved

4. I will move people through their own fears and limitations to say yes.

5. I am SERVING them in getting the commitment and the payment NOW:

i.e., STAND STRONG IN YOUR VALUE!

You’ll need to use your discernment depending on what the person’s objections are. But these are some 
of the most common ways to care more than people’s fears and give them enough a reframe to allow 
them to move forward with you: 

- What do you need to move forward?
- It’s NEVER about the money!! (NO ONE has the money!)
- How long will it take you to struggle along to get to a place that we could move to together much

more quickly (with my proven process)?
- If you need some time to come up with the money, here are some of the ways:

o Someone you trust and love to lend you the money
o Credit cards
o What’s the fastest way to the cash?

- We need to close the energetic loop within (specify short time period)
- We can explore other options as well (payment plan)
- What energetic commitment CAN you make today? Figure out the energetic commitment, even if

it’s just a deposit. (Make a clear, actionable plan with a time frame).
- The moment you make an energetic commitment to move ahead, it’s more powerful than a verbal

commitment only.
- There’s a certain clarity, energy and enthusiasm up front. Unless that person makes the

commitment right away, the momentum of old habits always gets in the way. Most people when
left to their own devices will keep doing the same things over and over and make no progress

- What’s the fastest way to the cash? How many people do you need to enroll to make back this
investment?

- Frame it: I’m going to work with you personally, on a program designed just for you
- We will make sure you are immediately focused on what it will take to generate income
- It all comes back to what you want for yourself and how committed you are to getting it
- If money wasn’t an issue, do you know this is right for you?
- Funny line of coaching…I know what you need, but YOU need to know what you need
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